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ABSTRACT: Carbon-covered silicon nanoparticles (Si@C)
were synthesized for the first time by a one-step continuous
process in a novel two stages laser pyrolysis reactor.
Crystallized silicon cores formed in a first stage were covered
in the second stage by a continuous shell mainly consisting in
low organized sp2 carbon. At the Si/C interface silicon carbide
is absent. Moreover, the presence of silicon oxide is reduced
compared to materials synthesized in several steps, allowing
the use of such material as promising anode material in
lithium-ion batteries (LIB). Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) analysis of the samples at both SiKLL and SiLVV edges proved the
uniformity of the carbon coating. Cyclic voltammetry was used to compare the stability of Si and Si@C active materials. In half-
cell configuration, Si@C exhibits a high and stable capacity of 2400 mAh g−1 at C/10 and up to 500 mAh g−1 over 500 cycles at
2C. The retention of the capacity is attributed to the protective effect of the carbon shell, which avoids direct contact between the
silicon surface and the electrolyte.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Li-ion battery (LIB) is one of the most popular energy storage
systems in consumer electronic and electric vehicle applica-
tions. The anode of such devices is based on graphite, which
shows great cyclability but low specific capacity. In this context,
silicon appears as an abundant and relevant candidate for
graphite replacement.1−4 Its high theoretical specific capacity
(3579 mAh g−1 for the lithiated phase Li3,75Si) can multiply by
ten the amount of lithium stored in the anode as compared to
the common graphite one (372 mAh g−1). Furthermore, the
low discharge potential of Si, about 0.4 V against Li/Li+ redox
couple can provide high specific energy to this technology.5

However, direct substitution of carbon by micrometer-sized
silicon particles often leads to a very limited stability, usually
less than 100 cycles. The huge volume expansion of silicon
alloys upon lithiation results in electrical contact loss and
pulverization of the material. Moreover, the solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI), because of the decomposition of the
electrolyte below 1 V vs Li/Li+ at the silicon surface, is
continuously damaged by the volume expansion of silicon. The
combination of these two effects leads to the filling of the
electrode porosity by SEI and rapid fading of the capacity.6−8

Having in mind to overcome these drawbacks and stabilize
Si-based anode, various solutions have been explored. Different
components like binders, conducting percolators or electro-

chemically polymerizable carbonate compounds, were added to
the anode formulation and the electrolyte in order to extend
the cycling stability.9−12 In a complementary approach, varying
the size or the morphology of silicon was actively studied. For
example, Y. Cui et al. reported a double-walled silicon nanotube
based anode ables to withstand 6000 stable cycles at 12C.13

Decreasing the size of silicon particles in the nanometer domain
also allowed drastic stability improvements.14 Moreover,
covering the silicon active material with a protective layer has
been considered by many studies.15−18 It can isolates silicon
from direct exposure to electrolyte thus greatly limiting the
formation of thick SEI layer. The formation of a carbon shell
around silicon nanoparticles is one of the most cited method
ensuring an effective protection and both acting as ionic and
electronic conductor.19,20 Its preparation is usually performed
through thermal decomposition of a carbonaceous polymeric
precursor on the surface of silicon particles.21,22 However, such
multisteps and batch to batch processes involve manipulation of
nanopowders as well as air exposure and oxidation of the silicon
surface. Nonthermic plasma synthesis reported by Agarwal et al.
is an interesting way to obtain silicon carbon core−shell
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nanoparticles in a single step.23 However, the small quantity of
final product and the presence of silicon carbide at the core−
shell interface prevents its use as anode material.
In the present paper, we report a new single-step process to

synthesize large quantity of core−shell silicon−carbon nano-
particles using the laser driven chemical vapor pyrolysis
(LCVP). This continuous gas flow process enables the
controlled synthesis of a large variety of nanoparticles and
can be easily scaled-up to provide large quantities.24 LCVP is
based on the absorption of the infrared radiation emitted by a
CO2 laser by a flow of chemical precursors, leading to their
thermal decomposition followed by nanoparticle nucleation
and growth by collision assisted process. This very versatile
process is particularly efficient for the production of silicon
nanoparticles, often obtained in small agglomerates, and many
studies report the control of both crystalline properties and size
distribution.24−30 Interestingly, this process is also efficient for
the synthesis of carbon nanoparticles with controlled
organization.31,32

On the basis of this background, we designed an original
two-stage setup in order to synthesize silicon/carbon core−
shell nanoparticles. Silicon cores are synthesized in the bottom
stage and are immediately transferred by a carrier gas to the
upper stage where the carbon shell is deposited on Si core in a
second reaction zone. This new configuration is safer by design
as no manipulation of nanomaterials is required between core
and shell syntheses. It also ensures the protection of Si surface
versus air oxidization. In this configuration, Si and Si@C
nanoparticles with the same 30 nm silicon core size and the
presence or not of a 2.5 nm carbon shell were synthesized in
order to highlight the beneficial effect of the protective layer.
The materials were characterized by both physical and
electrochemical analyses using potentiodynamic sweep and
galvanostatic cycling, thus demonstrating their interest as LIB
anode active material.

■ RESULTS

Material synthesis by double stage laser pyrolysis. Si and Si@C
nanoparticles were synthesized in a two-stage setup composed
of two superposed reactors working under atmospheric
pressure of Ar (Figure 1). In the first stage, the focalized
laser beam interacts with a silane (SiH4) flow resulting in the

synthesis of silicon nanoparticles. The Ar carrier gas flow
transfers them to the second stage where ethylene (C2H4) is
inserted coaxially. The laser beam is transported by two mirrors
to the second stage and defocalized in order to maximize the
time of interaction between the C2H4 flow and the silicon cores.
This second interaction results in the deposition of a carbon
shell around the small agglomerates of silicon nanoparticles.
To compare Si and Si@C properties, we achieved two

syntheses with or without addition of C2H4 flow at the second
stage, all parameters being otherwise equal. The diameter of
silicon nanoparticles was adjusted around 30 nm thanks to the
dilution of SiH4 with helium. Indeed, the high diffusion
coefficient of helium in gases as well as its high thermal
conductivity limits particle growth by collision/coagulation.
Moreover, high gaseous flow rate accelerates the SiH4 flow and
decreases the time of residence of the growing Si seeds in the
reaction zone.26,33

The laser power and focalization in the bottom stage was
adjusted to favor a crystalline structure of the silicon cores,
while keeping the remaining laser power in the second stage
sufficient to ensure ethylene decomposition. Synthesis con-
ditions in the first stage were chosen to maximize SiH4
decomposition yield and avoid formation of silicon carbide in
the second stage through unreacted SiH4 and C2H4 mixture;
0.44 g of brown silicon nanoparticles and 0.68 g of dark gray
Si@C nanoparticles were obtained in approximately 10 min of
experiments for each material.

Physical Characterizations. Transmission electronic
microscope images (TEM) of the Si and Si@C samples are
reported in images a and b in Figure 2, whereas representative
high-resolution TEM images (HRTEM) are displayed in
images c and d in Figure 2. Figure 2e presents HRTEM
image of a pure carbon nanoparticle present in the Si@C
material and Figure 2f exposes a scanning transmission
electronic microscope images (STEM) with electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) mapping analysis of one Si@C
nanoparticle surface. In the case of silicon (Figure 2a), the
sample consists in nanoparticles partially agglomerated with a
chain-like morphology typical of gas phase synthesis, with
narrow size distribution centered on 30 nm. HRTEM image
(Figure 2c) shows a polycrystalline core with an amorphous
shell of 3 nm attributed to SiOx formation because of air

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the laser pyrolysis reactor in the two stages configuration.
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exposition, as expected for such particles.34 Regarding the Si@
C sample, TEM image (Figure 2b) highlights two populations
with different sizes. The smallest size, around 30 nm, is
attributed to Si@C nanoparticles while the larger size, around
50 nm, is attributed to nanoparticles composed of pure carbon.
These latter particles may be formed by homogeneous
nucleation in the excess C2H4 gas phase. The carbon coating
of Si@C nanoparticles appears to encompass a whole silicon
agglomerate. From Si@C HRTEM image (Figure 2d), the
nanoparticles exhibit a polycrystalline silicon core size of 30 nm,
similar to the Si sample, and a shell of approximately 2 to 2.5
nm thickness. One can note that no changes in average silicon
core size neither than in chain-like structure have been detected
between Si and Si@C nanoparticles. The HRTEM image from
Figure 2e shows a pure carbon nanoparticle from Si@C sample
mainly consisting of low organized sp2 carbon with
polyaromatic basic structural units, revealing an organization
very similar to the one previously observed at low laser
energy.32 The carbon shell observed on Si@C sample also
shows a similar structure. STEM and relative EELS mapping of
silicon and carbon elements (Figure 2f) have been performed
and confirm the carbon nature of the Si@C shell. An EELS
spectrum of Si@C is displayed on Figure S4 (reported in
Supporting Information), it brings more evidence to the low
organized sp2 carbon nature of the shell.35 More representative
TEM, HRTEM and SEM images can be found in Supporting
Information (Figure S5)
HRTEM images and STEM-EELS mapping cannot be

considered as representative of the whole material, therefore

Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) analysis of the samples
have been performed to check the homogeneity of the carbon
coating on a large scale. Figure 3 displays both AES spectra

obtained on Si and Si@C samples, on a 100 nm side square
area. Three particular transitions are of interest: the 1620 eV
SiKLL, the 80 eV SiLVV and the 505 eV OKLL transitions.
The CKLL transitions cannot be used due to the carbon tape

substrate used for these experiments. The SiKLL transition
remains with the same intensity in both spectra, whereas the
OKLL band is halved in Si@C compared to Si. Furthermore, the
SiLVV transition is almost absent in Si@C sample (reduced by a
factor of 5). The escape depth of the electrons in carbon before
losing 99% of the signal is about 12 nm at 1620 eV, but only 2.2
nm at 80 eV, by consequence the disappearance of the SiLVV
transition in the Si@C sample proves that the carbon shell is
thicker than 2.2 nm on the surface of the whole analyzed
domain.36 Moreover, the decrease in the OKLL transition
intensity in Si@C compared to Si is bringing evidence to the
protective role of the carbon layer against oxygen exposure.
XRD patterns and Raman spectra of Si and Si@C samples

are presented in Figure 4a, b. On Figure 4a, all the peaks on
both Si and Si@C samples can be ascribed to diamond cubic
crystal structure of silicon. No silicon carbide phase is observed,
this is encouraging for LIB application as this phase has a low
ionic and electronic conductivity: its presence, particularly at
the interface, would lower both the charge/discharge rate and
the capacity of Si@C material. The average crystallite size for
silicon, estimated using Sherrer’s equation, is 10.3 nm for Si and
11.2 nm for Si@C.37 Given the precision of this method, one
can state that both samples present similar silicon crystallinity.
As the crystallite size is lower than the effective core diameter
(30 nm), this brings another evidence that the silicon cores are
polycrystalline, in agreement with the HRTEM pictures. The
diagram backgrounds measured for Si and Si@C samples show
a significant difference: a bump below 25° confirms the
presence of low organized sp2 carbon in Si@C material. Raman
spectroscopy presented in Figure 4b confirms this trend. In the
bare Si spectra, the bands close to 500 and 960 cm−1 are typical
of TO and 2TO crystalline silicon whereas the slight shoulder
at 475 cm−1 is related to TO band of amorphous silicon. The
weak contributions around 420 and 600 cm−1 are related to
crystalline silicon LO and 2LA, TO+TA bands. The same Si
related bands are present in the case of Si@C sample, with
lower relative intensities because of the carbon coating and
carbon nanoparticles dominating Raman signal. The two

Figure 2. Bright-field TEM images of (a) Si and (b) Si@C
nanoparticles. Relative bright-field HRTEM images of (c) one Si
and (d) one Si@C nanoparticle highlighting SiOx and C shell. (e)
HRTEM image of one carbon nanoparticle from Si@C sample. (f)
STEM-EELS mapping of silicon and carbon elements on the surface of
one Si@C nanoparticle.

Figure 3. AES spectrum of Si and Si@C samples.
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features around 1360 and 1610 cm−1 are characteristic of a
graphitic-like carbonaceous material. They can be deconvoluted
into 5 contributions: the graphitic G bands (1580 cm−1) and
four disorder related contributions D1 (1350 cm−1), D2 (1610
cm−1), D3 (1500 cm−1), and D4 (1250 cm−1).38 Deconvolu-
tion and fitting results are presented in the Supporting
Information as Table S1 and Figure S3. G and D2 bands are
assigned to lattice vibration of six-membered sp2 rings into an
ABAB stacking arrangement and at the surface of an ABAB
stacking arrangement, respectively. D1 and D3 bands are
identified as lattice vibration of six-membered sp2 rings close to
the edges of an ABAB stacking arrangement and without any
stacking arrangement, respectively. These two bands can be
related to the presence of short polyaromatic basic units.
Finally, D4 band is related to the stretching of sp2−sp2, sp3−
sp3, and sp2−sp3 carbon in noncyclic configuration. The
presence of the D4 band, as the intensity ratio ID1/IG of 1.02,
confirm that the carbon shell is poorly organized, as expected
by the XRD analysis and the HRTEM images.39

Thermogravimetric analyses performed on the two powders
are showed in Figure 5. These curves reveal a similar oxidation

of silicon between 750 and 1200 °C for both Si and Si@C
samples, whereas oxidation of carbon is observed between 400
and 700 °C for Si@C sample only and corresponds to a large
weight loss. From this loss, the C amount in Si@C material can
be estimated at 62%wt. A measurement of carbon content using
a chemical analyzer (63.5 wt %) confirmed this result. It
indicates the presence of many carbon nanoparticles in addition
to the carbon coated silicon nanoparticles. Indeed, considering

30 nm silicon spheres with a 2 to 2.5 nm shell, the carbon mass
is approximately distributed 20 wt % in the carbon shells and
80%wt in carbon nanoparticles.
Carbon texture in both shell and free nanoparticles strongly

influence the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) specific surface
area as bare silicon develops 66 m2 g−1, whereas Si@C material
develops 156 m2 g−1. The huge specific surface area measured
in the latter case is correlated to the high porosity encountered
in disordered carbon structures.
In summary, two samples with similar Si polycrystalline core

of 30 nm diameter were obtained, one being covered by an
approximately 2 to 2.5 nm low organized sp2 carbon shell.
Interestingly, Stournara et al. have demonstrated, using ab initio
calculations, that the carbon layer around round-shaped silicon
nanoparticles must be low organized and close to 2.5 nm
thickness in order to minimize the debonding or fracture
effects.40 We study in the next section the beneficial effect of
this shell on the electrochemical properties.

■ ELECTROCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS
Si and Si@C materials were tested as anode material in coin−cell
configuration versus metallic lithium between 1 V and 5 mV with two
distinct modes: potentiodynamic and galvanostatic. Galvanostatic
mode gives information on capacity and cyclability, while potentiody-
namic experiments highlight degradation effects on the lithiation and
delithiation properties. The capacity of the low organized sp2 carbon is
approximately 100 mAh g−1 (see Figure S1 and S2 in the Supporting
Information). Therefore, the active masses have been considered as
the amount of silicon and carbon shells, i.e., without taking into
account the mass of the carbon nanoparticles present in the Si@C
sample neither the mass of the carbon additives. A theoretical specific
capacity of 3579 mAh g−1 was considered for silicon.

Potentiodynamic Sweeps. Figure 6a−c shows cyclic voltamme-
try of Si and Si@C anodes. Figure 6a shows the typical first lithiation
sweep of pristine Si and Si@C anodes operating from open circuit
voltage (OCV) to 5 mV vs Li+/Li at 20 μV.s−1. During the first
lithiation of both materials, 5 anodic reactions occurred. Two broad
peaks at 1.8 and 1.4 V are attributed to the polymerization of
fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC). In the case of Si anode, the sharp
peak located at 1.2 V is related to vinylene carbonate (VC)
polymerization, lowered to 0.9 V in the case of Si@C anode. The
0.3 V shift can be attributed to the chemical difference between the
two surfaces: VC decomposition is much more efficient on oxygen rich
SiOx surface of Si nanoparticles than on the carbon surface of Si@C
material, lowering the reduction potential in this latter case.41 The
small peak at 0.5 V on the bare Si anode sweep corresponds to the
formation of SEI from ethyl carbonate/diethyl carbonate (EC/DEC)
decomposition.42,43 This peak is shifted to 0.6 for Si@C anode and is
much wider, indicating a difference in the SEI formation, probably due
to the larger specific surface area. Finally, a strong anodic current near

Figure 4. (a) Comparison of Si and Si@C XRD patterns and (b) Raman spectroscopy spectra.

Figure 5. Normalized thermogravimetric signals of Si and Si@C
nanoparticles between 40 and 1500 °C with heating rate of 10 °C
min−1.
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5 mV is attributed to single phase transition from crystalline Si to an
highly lithiated amorphous phase close to Li3.1Si.

44

Figure 6b, c shows the 30 following sweeps between 1 V and 5 mV
of Si and Si@C anode. For clarity, in the case of Si sample, we
separated the 5 first sweeps (on the left panel) from the rest of the
voltammetry (on the right panel). Two anodic peaks are observed
around 0.19 and 0.10 V and two cathodic peaks at 0.35 and 0.52 V. On
the left panel, the intensities increase from the second cycle to the
sixth cycle and are related to the classical signature of silicon lithiation
and delithiation without Li3.75Si crystallization.

45 At the same time, the
anodic wave near 5 mV progressively decreases, in relation with the
amorphization of c-Si. Although the silicon is progressively
amorphised, more and more material is lithiated, resulting in the
increase of all the signals. One can note that no crystallization of the
Li3.75Si phase is observed as no such related delithiation signal is
detected: Si materials do not spend enough time at 5 mV for this
crystallization to occur. On the left panel, the previous tendency is
reversed, and all the signals decrease, meaning that less and less active
material takes part in the lithiation. Even at the nanometric scale, the
large volume changes have a huge impact on SEI stability. As a
consequence, electrode porosity is progressively filled up by the

electrolyte decomposition products, and less and less active material is
connected to ionic and electronic networks.8

Figure 6c presents the same experiment conducted on Si@C
material. The same anodic and cathodic silicon related processes are
present, plus a new set of delithiation peaks from carbon in the 0.1 to
0.2 V area. However, the evolution of the signal upon the sweep is
noticeably different from the bare Si nanoparticles based anode. From
the second to the 12th cycles, all the signals are growing in intensity
and finally stabilize to a maximum position for the remaining sweeps
indicating that no severe degradation mechanism happens. The Si@C
material needs more cycles to be completely amorphised (11 instead
of 5 for Si sample), in agreement with a low resistive contribution of
the carbon shell. Nevertheless, this behavior suggests that the shell
efficiently limits the silicon core to direct exposure of the electrolyte.
One can note the evolution of the carbon delithiation peaks, starting
from one wide bump and resulting at the end of the 30th cycle in 3
sharper peaks at 0.10, 0.15, and 0.22 V. This can be explained by the
progressive lithiation of carbon nanoparticles. Regarding of this
hypothesis, we have studied the behavior of these carbon species and
shown that they bring very small capacity into the Si@C nanomaterial
and therefore can be neglected (for more details, refer to the
Supporting Information).

Figure 6. (a) First lithiation of pristine Si and Si@C anode between OCV and 5 mV at 20 μV s−1, 30 following cycles of (b) Si and (c) Si@C. The
arrows indicate the evolution of signals.
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These experiments clarified various mechanisms occurring in both
materials. Protecting the silicon with a carbon shell improves the
stability of the whole electrode, solving the SEI stability issue. At the
opposite, the electrode made from bare Si core is very unstable
through lithiation/delithiation process. However, potentiodynamic
method is not fully representative of the real cycling behavior of
silicon. Indeed, kinetic behavior is very different and the materials
undergo very long time under 0.1 V, which is a critical zone for
solvents decomposition. It may virtually decrease the stability
properties of bare Si material. To confirm the improved stability of
anode made from Si@C material, we conducted galvanostatic cycling
tests.
Galvanostatic Cycling. Cyclability of Si and Si@C materials in

coin-cell configuration versus metallic lithium was studied. Figure 7a
displays Si and Si@C delithiation capacities while Figure 7b reports
their respective Coulombic efficiency.
Pure silicon exhibits a very high capacity during the first cycles with

very poor cycling stability. The reversible capacity decreases over 30
cycles from 3250 to 1200 mAh g−1 together with a low Coulombic
efficiency. This behavior is not surprising, Tarascon et al. mentioned a
similar result when using nanosized crystalline silicon synthesized from
laser pyrolysis of silane.14 On the other hand, Si@C material shows a
high capacity of 2300 mAh.g1 and a good Coulombic efficiency of
99.6%. The first irreversible loss is greater with Si@C sample than with
Si sample, probably due to the larger specific surface area of Si@C
nanoparticles. First lithiation and delithiation curves of Si and Si@C
can be found in the Supporting Information (Figure S6 and S7).
Surprisingly, the full reversible theoretical capacity of Si in Si@C
sample is not reached. Xiao X. et al. proved that thick graphitic carbon
layer (20 nm) can effectively stop the volume expansion of silicon core
due to compressive stress induced by carbon shell, raising the
activation energy for diffusion of Li in Si, thus limiting the capacity.
However, such behavior is not likely to happen in the case of 2.5 nm
thick carbon shell.46 Figure 7c shows high cyclability of Si@C material
at the high rate of 2C with a slight decrease of capacity from 700 to
500 mAh g−1 after 500 cycles. The Coulombic efficiency is superior to

99.7% during the first cycles, then around 99.6, 99.3, and 99.2% at
respectively 100, 300, and 500 cycles. These galvanostatic results
confirm the enhanced cycling stability and capacity of Si@C material.
The amorphous structure of the carbon shells allows accommodation
of the volumetric change of silicon without breaking, thus preventing
the formation of extra SEI responsible for active material loss and
capacity fading. The presence of rich sp2 carbon nanoparticles could be
highly reduced by further improvement of the LCVP setup, in
particular by tuning the method of ethylene injection and favoring
nucleation process. However, as a perspective, it can be considered to
elaborate new electrode using the material composed of Si@C +
carbon nanoparticles after an adequate thermic treatment to induce
enhanced electronic conductivity. Doing so, no electronic percolator
should be added to the formulation as carbon nanoparticles are in
close contact to the active material.

■ CONCLUSION

For the first time, we showed that an original configuration of
LCVP allows synthetizing silicon nanoparticles covered by a
continuous carbon shell in a one step process. STEM-EELS
analysis confirmed the carbonaceous nature of the shell while
AES proved that the whole Si@C material is covered with
carbon and that the silicon surface is less oxidized compared to
Si nanoparticles. Compared to bare Si nanoparticles produced
in the same reactor, the impact of the carbon shell on cyclability
and electrochemical performances is significant as both the
cyclability and the Coulombic efficiency are greatly enhanced.
The potentiodynamic experiences highlight the excellent
stability of Si@C material after few stabilization cycles. This
performance can be attributed to the protective effect of the
carbon layer, limiting direct contact between the electrolyte and
the silicon surface. As a result of this high stability, Si@C

Figure 7. (a) Delithiation capacity at C/10 rate of Si and Si@C and (b) relative Coulombic efficiency. (c) Delithiation capacity at 2C rate and
relative Coulombic efficiency of Si@C.
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material can be cycled over 500 cycles with a capacity up to 500
mAh g−1 at the high charge/discharge rate of 2C.

■ METHODS
Material Synthesis. Nanosized silicon and carbon covered silicon

nanoparticles were synthesized by an original two stages LCVP setup.
Trumpf TLF 2400 CO2 laser operating at 18 kHz was used for the
decomposition of silane (Messer UHP grade, 99.99%) and ethylene
(Alfa Gaz UHP grade).
In the lower reaction zone, the size of Si nanoparticles was tuned by

both He (Messer 4.5 grade) dilution and focalization of the laser beam
using a 500 mm cylindrical ZnSe lens (Wavelength-Tech, Ronar-
Smith) while the pressure was regulated at 740 Torr. The silicon
nanopowders were transferred by a laminar Argon flow (Messer 6.0
grade) to the upper reaction zone where they are covered with carbon.
The powders are collected downstream on porous filters.
Material Characterization. The powders are characterized using a

Phillips CM12 TEM operating at 80 kV and Phillips CM200 HRTEM
operating at 150 kV. The samples were prepared by suspending the
powders into ethanol and then deposited onto Agar Scientific lacey
carbon-coated grids. STEM-EELS experiments were conducted using a
FEI Titan Ultimate microscope equipped with a monochromator and
double spherical aberration correctors (Cs) for both the probe-
forming and the image-forming lenses. The microscope was operating
at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV using a 20 mrad convergence
semiangle. STEM images were collected using a high-angle annular
dark field detector, where inner and outer semiangles were 60 and 180
mrad, respectively. EELS map was acquired using a Gatan GIF
Quantum in the Dual EELS mode allowing the simultaneous
collection of the low loss and core loss spectra. Acquisition times
were 1 μs and 20 ms respectively and the collection semiangle was 35
mrad. TGA measurements were conducted using a Setaram 92−16,18.
A temperature ramp from 20 to 1500 °C and a heat speed of 10 °C
min−1 were set. Results from TGA were confirmed using a Horiba
EMIA-V2 carbon−sulfur analyzer.
BET surfaces measurements were performed using a Micromeritics

Automat 23. XRD diagrams were obtained using a Siemens D5000
diffractometer. Raman spectra were recorded using a Renishaw InVia
Raman Microscope with a 532 nm laser line. AES was achieved using a
PHI 700Xi scanning nanoprobe from Physical Electronics. The
powders were deposited on Agar Scientific double sided carbon
adhesive discs. Chamber pressure was set to 5 × 10−9 Torr and
samples were analyzed with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and 1 nA
intensity. The square areas analyzed are approximately 100 nm sided.
Electrode Preparation. Super P was purchased from Timcal and

vapor grown carbon fibers (VGCF) were purchased from
ShowaDenko. They were used as electronic percolators at small and
long-range without further purification. Carboxymethylcellulose (DS =
0.7, Mw = 250 kg mol−1) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and
diluted in pure distillated water. Slurry of the active material was
prepared with a (50/12.5/12.5/25) formulation of (active material/
C65/VGCF/CMC). Mass loading of the slurry was adjusted in order
to provide homogeneous slurry with good dispersion of all
components. Using a doctor blade coating machine, a uniform 100
μm layer was deposited on a 10 μm Cu foil. After drying, the mass
loading of the active material is approximately 0.59 mg cm−2 ± 8% for
the Si@C and 0.57 mg cm−2 ± 2% for the Si. Ø14 mm pellets were
obtained from the electrode sheets and then pressed under 1 T.
CR2032 half-cell batteries were assembled in Ar-filled glovebox with
both Si and Si@C materials. Viledon paper was soaked in LiPF6-
EC:DEC (1M-1;1) electrolyte containing 2 wt % vinylcarbonate and
10 wt % fluoroethylene carbonate. Celgard was used as separator. Li
metal discs (2.01 cm2) were used as counter electrode.
Electrochemical Testing. Cyclic voltammetry experiments were

performed by a VMP-3 system (Biologic) in the range of 5 mV to 1 V
vs Li+/Li at 20 μV s−1. Electrochemical cycling was performed by
galvanostatic charge/discharge of the coin-cells in the range of 5 mV to
1 V vs Li+/Li, monitored by an ARBIN bench system.
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